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Director’s Message

Boots to Books Aids ARF
There is always a feeling of comfort when the sun shines softly
through the yellowed oak leaves, and every once in a while, a gentle
breeze joins in. On September 27th, twenty-five war veterans softly landed on the ARF grounds like falling leaves to add even more comfort to
an already brilliant day (see photos page 9).
From the trenches of war, with memories they can’t put behind them,
the men and women of Pasadena City College’s Veteran Learning
Collaborative “Boots to Books” program gave their services once again,
but now in a peaceful manner. Boots still on, they began their magic. In
three short hours, they repaired the main dog run, transformed the
“Rainbow Bridge” shed to a reality, completed yard maintenance, and
stacked wood. But most importantly of all, The ARF four-leggeds offered
each vet a paw to shake in thanks. Kittens purred and dogs were
spoiled.
And as we broke bread with our visitors, we found out that each one
of them is an athlete, an artist, a gardener, a woodsman, a cement layer
and a survivor. And just as softly as the leaves fell, the wind picked
them up and blew them all away. Until next year.
Special thanks to Brandi, her husband, Gracie, the Woodies Pat and
Jan, Jacquelin and Tashi, Phyllis, Glen, and Mayor Max, Pookie the
nanny, and to all the ARF volunteers.

-Maria Lehman
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A very special THANKS to Swanktuary, Idyllwild
for hosting this doggy costume contest earlier this
month. All proceeds were donated to ARF.
Please visit Swanktuary soon. This unique shop is
a huge supporter of ARF.
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By Lois Sheppard
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Search & Rescue

Plan of Attack When Your Dog Goes Missing
Dogs are curious creatures, so it is no surprise when one springs free from even the most
secure home. All it takes is a worker’s leaving a
gate open or your Uncle Herbie letting Fido run
past him as he is coming into your home. Once
you realize Fido is gone, what do you do?
In the first hour:
1. Do not panic. There will be hundreds of
thoughts and scenarios flying through your
head. Be prepared ahead of time by having
“missing” posters/flyers ready on your computer so they may be printed as soon as they
are needed.
2. Do not chase!! If you begin to chase Fido,
odds are he’ll look at it as a game. In a high
pitched voice, call his name, jump around to
get his attention (you might look like a nut,
but whatever!), then begin to run away. He
just might want to join in this game and follow
you.
3. Do not leave the location where the dog
was last seen: It is possible Fido will return.
If you can, phone for back-up. Decide how
long you’ll stay and wait, then do it!
4. Recruit others to station themselves at
places the dog is most likely to go. They
shouldn't stand directly in front of the location; this could scare off an anxious dog.
Have them wait a short distance away and
watch. They should have super-tasty treats
with them (chicken, hot dogs, jerky, etc.)
5. If you live in the mountain communities of
Idyllwild, call ARF’s hotline: 951-663-6642.
We will do our best to be of help.
6. Get the word out on social media. Get
photo, description, area last
seen, and contact information
posted onto Facebook, Twitter,
etc.
7. Ask people in the area, advise
local animal shelters and rescues. Walk or drive around the
area, asking pedestrians and res-

idents. Have a photo of the dog with you.
Have business cards or your contact info
ready to leave with those you encounter.
8. Conduct searches. Search the area/
neighborhood where Fido went missing. If
you did not witness Fido’s escape, SEARCH
YOUR HOUSE. Don’t laugh. In my role as
ARF’s search and rescue director, I have had
several embarrassed dog owners call me
while I was searching to let me know the dog
was hiding in the closet, locked in a seldom
used room, etc.
The following 48 hours
1. Photocopy your “lost” poster. You’ll want
to give copies to those helping you search for
Fido.
2. Get a search group organized. Ask everyone you know to help search. Each person
should be armed with flyers, a cell phone
with your number programmed into it, and
irresistible treats (for the dog, but they the
searchers might want some granola bars for
themselves!).
3. Post more flyers. Post them in high pedestrian traffic areas, in pet stores, veterinarian
offices, at pet groomers, dog daycares, and
animal shelters.
4. Keep track of flyers. Good neighbors and
responsible pet owners will collect all flyers
once the dog is found.
The first hours of a dog’s disappearance are
so crucial, especially in areas where predators
are present. Keep your wits about you, recruit
help, and make a plan. Once Fido is back
home, FIRST notify all those searching, then
take time to discover and evaluate
the situation that allowed him to get
away, so you may decide how
you’ll guard against a repeat
performance.
-Robert Hewitt
ARF Search and Rescue Director.
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Baxter’s Buddies
Who are Baxter’s Buddies? They are his fellow ARF
adoptees and their stories. Each month, Baxter will share the
story of an ARF rescue, adopted into a loving, forever family.
Two beautiful dogs, who ARF volunteers named Fred and
Ethel, were found on the Ernie Maxwell Trail. Now both in
loving homes, I caught up with Fred, now named Asa.
Q. How did you come to make this ARF adoption?
A. My wife and I were full-time RVers and came to Idyllwild
to stay for three weeks. Like many of the
people we met on our first stay, that three
weeks somehow became much longer…
go figure : ) The idyllic charm, natural
beauty and friendly people (and dogs!) won
us over, and the longer we stayed the more
this place felt like home. Within a matter of
weeks, it became clear that Idyllwild was
where we wanted to be. Though my wife
and I absolutely adore dogs, we could never have one in the places we lived, but now
that we were living in our rolling abode in
such a dog-friendly town, it was finally a
possibility…. and so the search began.
Originally, we were looking for a small dog that would be more
manageable in our tiny RV. I remembered driving by ARF after my wife mentioned seeing it in the town paper. We figured
we’d drop in for a visit to “get some information”. We were
greeted at the door by two energetic fur-friends and after a
few minutes with “Asa” (formerly known as Fred) and one look
into his big soul-penetrating brown eyes, I was done for. The

next day, after some “mild” convincing, I talked my wife into
adopting this not-so-small fur baby.
Q. How did you come to know about ARF?
A. We found out about ARF through the Idyllwild Town Crier
we picked up at Village Market.
Q. Do you have any cute/unique stories about your
adoptee?
A. For the first 2-3 months, Asa did not seem amused with
us at all. He loved us and was near us
all the time, but he always had this look
of disapproval on his face, like his life
was way cooler before we adopted him;
“We were a downgrade,” we’d say. We
joked about how he had servants and
how people brought him gifts all day, to
which he would say, “Whhaat…do you
offer?” in an posh English accent (Go
ahead, say it again with the accent this
time.)……I’m pretty sure he’s a posh
Englishman. He’d look quite dapper in
one of those fancy English hats.
Then, one day, it was like a switch was
flipped and Asa became the biggest love ever. Now, he
needs at least 10 minutes of solid cuddle time with Mommy
and Daddy before he starts his day and never leaves our
sides (unless he sees a squirrel of course). He’s completely
spoiled and we wouldn’t have it any other way.
Q. Is this pet your first pet adoption (from anywhere)?
A. Yes
Continued on page 5
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Baxter’s Buddies continued: ASA
Thanks ARF for the training sessions). He has traveled
across country twice and around the southwest. Our latest
stop was the Grand Canyon. Oh, and he likes to lick the
outside of the fridge…It must be his tidy Englishman nature.
Q. Did you keep the name ARF gave your adoptee, or
did you change it?
A. No, we did not keep his ARF name. I am a retired Navy
SEAL and have PTSD and Chronic Lyme Disease. Asa,
meaning “healer/physician/cure” in Hebrew, is such a blessing to me in so many ways. He gets me out and about and
teaches me to stop, smell the flowers, and breathe in the
fresh mountain air. Our hikes are therapeutic and the joy
and peace I get from knowing Asa is truly special. He is a
gift and we are so grateful.
Q. Do you have any words of encouragement for
someone considering adopting a pet?
A. At first it will be a huge adjustment…hang in there.
Having a fur child is SO worth the lifestyle change. Asa has
brought so much happiness and healing into our lives, and
we can’t thank ARF enough for all their support!
Do you have an ARF adoptee you’d
like to tell us about? We’d love to
hear how your lucky pet is doing.
Please contact Baxter via Janice at:
janicemurasko@yahoo.com
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Trainer Talk

Brat Cats: What is the Cause? What to do?
Just as with children, cats can be guilty of
rough play and a lack of boundaries associated
with playing. Cats with a tendency to get “wound
up” while playing might scratch or bite their favorite people during or right after play sessions.
Some cats or kittens with play-aggression issues
might even play and attack their people whenever the mood strikes. This can happen while their
people are relaxed, perhaps watching television,
or even while they are sleeping. What to do??
It all comes down to boundaries, or the lack of
boundaries. Why would a cat behave this way?
It is possible that the cat was removed from its
litter too early or has been around people who
encouraged rough play. Sometimes rough play
is a result of boredom, not having enough environmental stimulation or playtime.
Kittens learn appropriate play behavior while
still in the litter. When a kitten hurts a littermate,
the injured kitten will cry out, letting the other
know that it is time to settle down, calm down.
These boundary-building experiences are compromised when a kitten is removed from the litter
at too young an age.
Some people find it amusing to get a cat “riled
up” during play, using their hands. Using hands
to play with a cat sends the message that it is
appropriate to attack and bite hands or feet
whenever she feels like it. Believe it or not, using a glove for cat play is a bad idea; cats are
smart and soon make the association of gloves
and hands. Playing with your cat with your feet
and/or hands while they are under the sheets, a
blanket, or towel will only confuse her and cause
problems. How can you explain to your cat that
it is okay to attack and bite your hands/feet if
they are under a blanket, but not when they are
in your lap?
So how should you play with your cat? Instead of using your hands, use toys that resemble a fishing pole (a feather or toy on a string,
attached to a pole), little balls, or string.
When your cat plays too roughly, don’t punish,
hit, or yell. Any kind of attention at this point,

even negative attention, will reinforce
the behavior. Instead, give Fluffy a timeout.
Send her the message that you won’t play when
she becomes aggressive or too rough. Stand up,
turn around, and leave the room. Close the door
behind you.
Make sure you schedule daily play sessions
with your cat, being sure the level of play does
not become intense or over-exciting. Cats are
most eager to play in the mornings and evenings,
so use that time for play and lessons in acceptable play behavior. Provide plenty of stimulating,
enriching, interactive toys throughout the day.
These might include a paper bag (NO handles!),
a box, or an empty paper towel roll. You can find
some wonderful puzzle toys for cats that allow
Fluffy to discover treats inside.
And don’t forget that cats are highly trainable,
and they respond very well to clicker training.
Regular training sessions will help a cat focus her
energy in a healthy way.
-Janice Murasko
KPA-CTP APDT

Cold weather is approaching,
and that means your pets will spend
more time indoors. Are you prepared?
Positive reinforcement training will
help create a harmonious household for
you and your dog and cat, too!
Start lessons today and be ready for
indoor time with your pets.
NOVEMBER SPECIAL
Two lessons for the
price of one!
Janice Murasko
nationally certified trainer
951-663-6642
KPA CTP APDT
mtpawly@gmail.com
mtpawly.com
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Help them find a home

Adoptees of the Month
Introducing the Hemingway Brothers! Ernie and Wilson are 6-months
old, polydactyl male brothers. Ernie,
seen in the forefront is the friendliest,
and has an extra surprise. He is polydactyl on all four paws. Wilson is a bit
shyer, but every day is becoming
more and more social. He is a polydactyl on the front paws.
Come on it to ARF and get some extra loving with these special kitties.

Oh, hi there! I’m Archie. This is me,
waiting to take a walk with you. As I wait,
for what seems like forever, I know that I
will find my special someone soon. I will
recognize you when we meet.
We will go for walks, and share treats.
You will love to take me for the car rides
as I do so well in the passenger seat as
your guide. And you will feel the love as I
do when we share paw in hand endless
days and nights together. I do well with
other dogs, cats, and people. And I am so
ready for the winter as you can tell by my
beautiful, soft coat. I hope to see you
soon.
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What’s in a Name?

Most Popular Dog & Cat Monikers
Move over baby names! Choosing the perfect
name for your precious pet can be a daunting
task. Think about it...do you really want to be
standing in the street, in your pajamas, calling for
Buttsniffs? Tiddyboombooms?
What are the most popular dog and cat names
today? Does your pet’s name rank? According
to dogtime.com, the 25 most ubiquitous dog
names are:
MALE
FEMALE
1. Max
Bella
2. Bailey
Lucy
3. Charlie
Molly
4. Buddy
Daisy
5. Rocky
Maggie
6. Jake
Sophie
7. Jack
Sadie
8. Toby
Chloe
9. Cody
Bailey
10. Buster Lola
11. Duke
Zoe
12. Cooper Abby
13. Riey
Ginger
14. Harley Roxy
15. Bear
Gracie
16. Tucker
Coco
17. Murphy Sasha
18. Lucky
Lily
19. Oliver
Angel
20. Sam
Princess
21. Oscar
Emma
22. Teddy
Annie
23. Winston Rosie
24. Sammy Ruby
25. Rusty
Lady

And let’s not forget about our feline friends.
The top 25 names for cats are (according to
petbabynames.com:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MALE
FEMALE
Max
Bella
Tigger Lucy
Oliver Chloe
Jack
Lily
Tiger
Molly
Jasper Kitty
Oscar Luna
Charlie Sophie
Leo
Lola
Toby
Misty
Oreo
Abby
Buddy Daisy
Simon Lilly
Smokey Sasha
Milo
Nala
Simba Jasmin
Dexter Princess
Shadow Gracie
Sammy Kiki
Pumpkin Sadie
Casper Cleo
Lucky
Callie
Chester Belle
Harley Maggie
Boots
Stella

CHALLENGE:
Please send ARF
the most unique,
odd, or funny pet
names you’ve ever
heard (or named
your pet). How
about that rabbit
named Captain Bunbun? The cat named
Katy Purry? Aw come on...it’ll be fun. Send
the names to Ruff Times newsletter editor at
janicemurasko@yahoo.com.
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Mayor Max was on hand to encourage the
hard working volunteers. He left his paw
print on newly poured cement to mark the
occasion. The Boots to Books volunteers
also left their group’s signature to memorialize their contribution to helping the dogs
and cats of our mountain communities.

